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Paving A19 in Germany
Contractor Eurovia is working on a 14 km section between 
Kavelstorf and Rostock-Laage (exit for the local airport) 
on the German A 19 Autobahn using a Wirtgen slipform 
paver train SP 1500 L.

the a19 is a 124km long highway which leads through 
the German federal states of mecklenburg-vorpommern and 
brandenburg. the highway starts in the northern part of the 
German city of rostock and connects the baltic sea coast with 
the highway a 24 leading to the German capital of berlin.

the highway a19 is of importance for the international transit 
traffic as it provides direct trade access to the international 
port of rostock: the port of rostock offers ferry connections 
to several baltic sea states, for example to Gedser in Denmark, 
trelleborg in sweden, Helsinki in Finland, tallinn in estonia and 
ventspils in latvia.

the sp 1500 l is a lightweight slipform paving train for paving 
two-layer concrete slabs. the train comprises two machines that 
can move independently of one another. this feature ensures 
quick and easy transport, requiring only little disassembly effort. 
and this feature is very helpful on this particular section as three 
bridges can be found along the 14km. the paving process takes 
place in two working shifts: a day shift from 7 am to 7 pm 
and a night shift from 7 pm to 7 am. Up to 700 m of concrete 
pavement can be laid during one shift. washed concrete with a 
low noise surface texture is used for the 14 km.

a self-propelled, track-mounted texture curing machine tcm 
1600 follows behind the slipform paver train for the perfect 
finishing touches. the unit is equipped with an automatic 
spraying and sweeping system. 

wirtgen slipform pavers are extraordinarily efficient when used in 
motorway construction. Dowel bars and tie bars are inserted into 
the concrete automatically. the large wirtgen pavers like the sp 
1500, sp 1500 l and sp 1600 are capable of paving concrete slabs 
across the full carriageway width and in single-layer or dual-layer 
application.

The SP 1500 L is a complete paving train, making it an ideal candidate for 
paving motorway carriageways. It comprises two two-tracked machines, and 

is fully equipped for dual-layer paving of motorway carriageways.

An American View of Concrete 
Pavement Preservation
Having recently celebrated the 50th anniversary of the interstate 
highway system, it seems appropriate to honour and reflect 
upon one of the USA’s greatest achievements.

it is noteworthy to mention that many of the original interstate highways 
that were constructed  years ago using portland cement concrete 
pavement (pccp) are still in service today, carrying traffic loads many 
times in excess of their design projections. in fact, it is difficult to 
imagine what the condition of the interstate system would be today if 
constructed from other paving materials.  

since the early days of interstate construction, highway funding has 
failed to match the overwhelming needs posed by the growth and 
vitality of the Us economy. Highway managers face increasing demands 
with limited transportation funding. this has led many transportation 
officials to find new and innovative ways to maintain and preserve their 
existing pavements.  

Highway agencies across the country are departing from old traditional 
reactive maintenance approaches to new proactive preservation 
strategies designed to protect their highway infrastructure investment. 
preserving the highway network is the most cost-effective and efficient 
means to assure serviceable roadways in the future.  

but perhaps the greatest benefit derived from preservation is improved 
overall performance, measured by attributes such as ride quality, safety 
and extended service life.

Concrete Pavement Preservation – A Better Way of Doing Business

across the Usa, awareness is growing among transportation officials 
that concrete pavement preservation, or cpp, pays significant dividends 
in managing pavements. in states such as texas, new York, california, 
Kansas, missouri, Georgia and others, highway officials realize that 
their investments in concrete pavement need to be protected to obtain 
the maximum life span from these pavements. 

Highway owners can no longer afford to address their concrete 
pavement repair needs with short-term solutions such as bituminous 
patches and thin asphalt overlays.

cpp is a series of engineered techniques developed over the past 40 
years to manage the rate of pavement deterioration in concrete streets, 
highways and airports. cpp is a non-overlay option used to repair areas 
of distress in concrete pavement without changing its grade. this 
rational, preventive procedure restores the pavement to a condition 
close to or better than original and reduces the need for major and 
more costly repairs later.  

in fact, recent reports from the transportation research board state that 
for every dollar invested in appropriately timed preventive pavement 
maintenance, $3 to $4 in future rehabilitation costs are saved. 


